
What’s Data Got to 
Do with It?



Introduction

We live in a data-driven world, both as individual consumers 
and as workers. The business world is awash in data, 
streaming in real-time from sensors, machines, applications 
and user interactions, in addition to historical data stored in 
data warehouses and data lakes. 

This data is growing at exponential rates: industry analyst IDC estimated data 

would grow by 50x from 2012 to 2020 to 40,000 Exabytes; it revised those 

numbers up in 2017, suggesting global data would grow to 163 Zettabytes  

by 2025. 

Enterprises are creating more of the world’s data – as much as 60% - yet 

have responsibility for managing 97% of the world’s data. But are they driving 

business value from all that data? If not, what are the barriers preventing 

enterprises from extracting value from their data?

Devo commissioned a survey designed to explore how businesses use data. 

The survey uncovers organizational barriers to using data, and proposes 

EGXMSRW�GSQTERMIW�GER�XEOI�XSHE]�XS�VIEPM^I�XLI�FIRIƼXW�SJ�EPP�XLIMV�HEXE�Ɓ�

both real-time and historical – across the enterprise. 

8LMW�I&SSO�VITSVXW�XLI�WYVZI]�ƼRHMRKW�ERH�HMWGYWWIW�XLI�FYWMRIWW�

implications of how companies collect, analyze, manage, share and store 

their most important asset, data, to create valuable user experiences and 

open up new business opportunities.
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Financial services 65

Telecoms 46

IT and technology 41

Business and professional services 39

Manufacturing and production 38

Retail, distribution and transport 36

Construction and property 35

Energy, oil/gas and utilities 31

Media, leisure and entertainment 29

Consumer services 9

Other commercial sectors 31

US total

Europe total

75

101

110

114

100

300

500-999 employees

3,000-4,999 employees

1,000-2,999 employees

5,000 or more employees

Methodology

The survey of 400 U.S. and European respondents was conducted by an 

MRHITIRHIRX�VIWIEVGL�ƼVQ�MR�IEVP]�������6IWTSRHIRXW�[IVI�-8�HIGMWMSR�

makers, security IT decision makers and business decision makers, all 

coming from organizations with at least 500 employees and across a range 

SJ�TVMZEXI�WIGXSVW��MRGPYHMRK�ƼRERGMEP�WIVZMGIW�ERH�XIPIGSQQYRMGEXMSRW�

FIGURE 1: RESPONDENT ORGANIZATION REGION

FIGURE 2: RESPONDENT ORGANIZATION SIZE

FIGURE 3: RESPONDENT ORGANIZATION SECTOR
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Organizations depend on data to drive improvements 

in all areas of business, and employees need access 

to data to complete daily tasks. Yet many enterprises 

JEGI�WMKRMƼGERX�GLEPPIRKIW�EGGIWWMRK�ERH�TVSGIWWMRK�

operational data to drive actions in real time. The cause? 

A dependency on dated operational data management 

approaches – and infrastructures – hampers their ability 

to extract insights their business needs to compete and 

thrive in the digital economy.

People understand  
the critical role of data 
– but do organizations?
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A closer look at the issue

Organizations are swinging the pendulum to the extreme in attempts to 

solve the challenge of building a data-driven enterprise, creating rigid data 

management policies and structures that make it harder to access the 

ƈVMKLXƉ�HEXE��-R�JEGX����	�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW�XS�(IZSƅW�ƈ;LEXƅW�(EXE�+SX�XS�(S�

with It?” survey say they cannot access the data they need to do their job 

IJJIGXMZIP]��;LEXƅW�QSVI��RIEVP]�RMRI�MR�XIR����	�VITSVX�XLIVI�MW�GSRƽMGX�MR�

their organization around the ownership of data sources across departments. 

A closer look at how users view operational data reveals it’s clear employees 

recognize the power of data and want a greater role in deciding how it is 

WLEVIH��8LMW�MW�IZMHIRX�[MXL�XLVII�UYEVXIVW����	�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW�MRHMGEXMRK�

that they should have more involvement in the decisions around who 

can access data in their organization. Analyzing the percentage of each 

respondent who agrees with the statement, “I should have more involvement 

in the decision around who can access data in my organization,” provides 

perspective: 

97% SAY THEIR 

ORGANIZATION 

COULD IMPROVE 

THE WAY IT IS 

‘DATA DRIVEN’

Until recently, most businesses had a hierarchy of data ownership by 

HITEVXQIRXW��1ER]�VIWTSRHIRXW����	�FIPMIZI�-8�HITEVXQIRXW�LEZI�XLI�

QSWX�EGGIWW�XS�HEXE��;LIR�PSSOMRK�EX�VIWTSRHIRX�VSPIW����	�SJ�WIGYVMX]�

IT decision makers believe IT security departments have the most access 

to data. However, the need for more data access across departments is 

overwhelming, with 93% of respondents believing that departments across 

their organization should have more access. 

Security IT  
decision makers:  

81% 

IT decision  
makers:  

79%

Business  
decision makers:  

63% 
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;LMPI�QSVI�XLER�LEPJ�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW����	�WE]�XLI]�EVI�ZIV]�GSQJSVXEFPI�[MXL�WLEVMRK�XLI�HEXE�XLI]�YWI�

with the rest of the organization, perceptions vary when looking at how respondents view the willingness 

of certain departments to share data.

IT

51%

64%

45%

54%

41%
44%

47%

39%

44%43%
47%

39% 38%

43%

54%

39%

OPERATIONS

CUSTOMER SUPPORT IT SECURITY

Total  Business Decision Makers  IT Decision Makers  Security IT Decision Makers
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FIGURE 4: COMFORTABILITY SHARING DATA



Respondents indicate it’s not the people, it’s the process 

that is limiting data’s impact across the enterprise. In 

fact, problems with accessing and searching for data 

are commonplace among IT and IT security decision 

makers, with more than two thirds (68%) reporting their 

organization has so much data they struggle to make 

use of it across the organization. Likewise, three quarters 

(75%) agree that searching for data is both challenging 

and time-consuming.

Data is evolving and  
so are the requirements 
for acting on it  

II.
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Today’s digital and data-driven world is evolving more rapidly than the 

technologies and common practices for extracting the greatest value from 

this information, resulting in disconnected data. Data is either not in a central 

location for easy access or is stored in a siloed system.

FIGURE 5:  CHALLENGES OF ACCESSING DATA

Total  Business Decision Makers  IT Decision Makers  Security IT Decision Makers

Data is not in a
central location for

easy access

Data is saved in the
incorrect system

Data isn’t labelled
correctly

Data is often not
made available to

my department

Data needs to be
recoded for new

queries

Data is
lost/misplaced

I don’t face
challenges when
trying to access

company data
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32%

40%

38%

35%

36%
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37%
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Many of the barriers associated with accessing and processing operational 

data would drop if organizations had a single view of data. Until now, however, 

organizations have handled the onslaught of data by creating different stacks 

JSV�VIEP�XMQI�ERH�LMWXSVMGEP�HEXE��2IEVP]�XLVII�UYEVXIVW����	�VITSVX�XLIMV�

business is currently using different systems for real-time and historical data 

WXSVEKI�ERH�EREP]WMW��8LI�ZEWX�QENSVMX]����	�JEGI�SFWXEGPIW�[LIR�XV]MRK�XS�

achieve a single view of data.

2IEVP]�EPP����	�VIWTSRHIRXW�LEZI�WIIR��SV�I\TIGX�XLIMV�SVKERM^EXMSRW�XS�WII��

FIRIƼXW�JVSQ�LEZMRK�E�WMRKPI�ZMI[�SJ�HEXE��[MXL�WTIGMƼG�FIRIƼXW�VERKMRK�JVSQ�

faster data analysis to increased IT agility and better use of data analytics. 

It’s no wonder 91% of respondents agree that combining historical data and 

real-time data to create a Data Operations Platform would be very valuable to 

their organizations.
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Every digital business strives to be event-driven, but many 

fall short because most events are viewed in a vacuum 

due to siloed approaches to operational data. Our digital 

world generates vast amounts of data, coming from 

IT, sensors, clicks, etc., resulting in the creation of more 

silos as organizations struggle to control and manage 

this information. In fact, 86% of respondents report 

their organization has data silos. Further, 98% say their 

organization currently experiences challenges in being 

able to reduce data silos.

Data sharing has broad 
FIRIƼXW��HEXE�WMPSW�
have negative impacts 

III.
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-XƅW�RSX�WYVTVMWMRK�XLEX���	�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW�EKVII�XLEX�HMWGSRRIGXIH�HEXE�MR�

their organization is impacting the business. Data users, from IT to marketing 

XS�WEPIW�ERH�ƼRERGI��[ERX�EGGIWW�XS�E�WMRKPI�ZMI[�SJ�HEXE�XS�QEOI�QSVI�

intelligent decisions and increase their value to the organization. The problem 

is that enterprise consumers of operational data are not getting necessary, 

timely insights, with 92% of respondents claiming they need greater value 

from their data.

FIGURE 6:  HOW IS DATA USED TO MAKE DECISIONS  
 IN YOUR ORGANIZATION?

By sharing data across departments and use cases, organizations can 

VIEPM^I�FIRIƼXW�EX�EPP�PIZIPW�SJ�XLI�IRXIVTVMWI��*SV�I\EQTPI��X[S�XLMVHW����	�

of respondents agree that data in their organization is used to make critical 

HIGMWMSRW�XLEX�EJJIGX�STIVEXMSREP�IƾGMIRG]��8LI�TS[IV�ERH�MQTEGX�SJ�WYGL�

HIGMWMSRW�MW�QEKRMƼIH�[LIR�XLI]�EVI�FEWIH�SR�IZIV]�TMIGI�SJ�VIPIZERX�HEXE�

from across the entire organization, not limited only to data located in one silo. 

To gain a competitive advantage, organizations must overcome archaic views 

SJ�HEXE�QEREKIQIRX�ERH�WLEVMRK��PMFIVEXMRK�XLI�ƽS[�SJ�MRJSVQEXMSR�EGVSWW�XLI�

IRXIVTVMWI��;LMPI�QSVI�HEXE�HSIWRƅX�EP[E]W�QIER�FIXXIV�EREP]WMW��XLI�VMKLX�HEXE�

generates more intelligent decisions needed to drive today’s digital business.

Increase operational efficiency
(e.g. IT costs, energy costs, etc.)

Track the behavior of current customers

Identify potential new customers

Respond to security issues
(e.g. threat detection, forensic analysis etc.)

Optimize operational processes
(inventory management, supply chains, workflows, etc.)

Track employee productivity

Ensure compliance with security and 
government regulations

Track company finances
(such as revenue, profit, expenses etc.)

Offer new services to customers

Don’t know

67%

59%

57%

56%

55%

53%

49%

44%

42%

1%
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As data becomes bigger, faster and more complex, 

organizations must evolve their ability to ingest, process 

and analyze massive volumes of data to uncover the 

insights required to deliver value. Actionable insights 

are found by combining streaming data and historical 

data in real time. In the past, organizations were forced 

XS�EREP]^I�SRP]�LMWXSVMGEP�HEXE��WMKRMƼGERXP]�PMQMXMRK�XLI�

value of most insights, as the moment of opportunity had 

already passed.

Different data  
sources provide  
new perspectives 

IV.
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2IEVP]�XLVII�UYEVXIVW����	�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW�WE]�XLIMV�SVKERM^EXMSR�YWIW�

different systems for real-time and historical data storage and analysis – and 

RIEVP]�EPP����	�I\TIVMIRGI�TVSFPIQW�JVSQ�HSMRK�WS��8LMW�WYKKIWXW�QER]�

organizations have yet to take the step to combine historical and streaming 

data, limiting their ability to gain a competitive edge by harnessing the power 

of real-time predictive, actionable intelligence, enriched with the context  

of history.

FIGURE 7:  BENEFITS OF HAVING A SINGLE VIEW OF DATA

&]�GSQFMRMRK�LMWXSVMGEP�ERH�VIEP�XMQI�HEXE��SVKERM^EXMSRW�GER�GVIEXI�E�YRMƼIH�

view of data that ensures no insights are overlooked. Taking a comprehensive 

data perspective enables organizations to use the vast amount of data they 

collect to improve operations, increase security, generate better customer 

experiences, and create a more productive enterprise. 

Faster data analysis

Increased IT agility

Better use of data analytics

Increased operational efficiency

Reduced costs

Time saved accessing different data sources

Increased data security

Increased user productivity

46%

43%

42%

39%

39%

39%

39%

37%
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Organizations must take the steps to combine real-

time and historical data to become more intelligent and 

event-driven. Simply reacting to events is not enough to 

be successful and can even result in lost opportunities. 

However, according to Gartner, “most IT leadership 

is not prepared to manage event-centric IT despite 

the increasing demands of digital business. Most IT 

organizations are poorly equipped to support event-

responsive business, and most IT budgets are locked in 

with obsolete technologies, architectures  

and applications.” 

Drive business value by 
overcoming operational 
data challenges

V.
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Another major challenge businesses face managing operational data is the 

cost and complexity of supporting different systems for storage and analysis. 

Survey respondents report a variety of problems associated with separate 

data processing systems, each of which has big impacts on business. These 

include increased expense, the inability to combine data sources to make 

decisions, slower analysis, and missed opportunities.

FIGURE 8:  PROBLEMS USING DIFFERENT SYSTEMS  
 FOR DATA STORAGE AND ANALYSIS

According to survey respondents, the features most important for a solution 

XLEX�IREFPIW�E�WMRKPI�ZMI[�SJ�HEXE�EVI�WTIIH�TIVJSVQERGI����	��ƽI\MFMPMX]�

���	��GSWX����	��VIPMEFMPMX]����	��ERH�SV�WGEPEFMPMX]����	��

Increase expense of dual systems, data storage etc.

Inability to combine data sources to make decisions

Data analysis is slower

Missed opportunities

Time is wasted trying to access different data sources

Greater risk of compliance and regulatory penalties

Less agility

Less operational efficiency

No single view of the data environment

Less scalability

Conflict across departments

Reduced user productivity

My organization experiences no problems

47%

41%

40%

36%

33%

32%

28%

28%

27%

21%

20%

17%

3%
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The digital evolution is forcing organizations to 

manage data and cultural processes differently or risk 

falling behind. This survey clearly highlights the fact 

that employees and data users are not the problem. 

The broader and more strategic use of data is often 

prevented by the limits of certain technologies, as well as 

the antiquated belief that each department needs only 

its silo of information. 

Conclusion

VI.

8LI�OI]�PMIW�MR�XEOMRK�E�YRMƼIH�ETTVSEGL�XS�QEREKI�STIVEXMSREP�HEXE�XLEX�

enables organizations to uncover, and act on, new insights in real time. As 

SVKERM^EXMSRW�HMZI�LIEHƼVWX�MRXS�XLI�HMKMXEP�EKI��XLI]�RIIH�XS�VI�IZEPYEXI�

existing data strategies and technology infrastructures to ensure every 

employee has the data required to make the most informed decisions. 

Enterprise organizations must harness the power of multiple data 

sources, from real-time to historical data, to add value to every decision 

and its corresponding action. By processing, analyzing and acting on the 

right data in real time, every time, organizations can make the operational 

improvements and deliver the customer experiences to keep them ahead 

of the curve for years to come.  
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Devo, formerly Logtrust, is the leading Data Operations Platform for the 

digital enterprise. Devo delivers real-time business value from analytics on 

WXVIEQMRK�ERH�LMWXSVMGEP�HEXE�XS�LIPT�*SVXYRI������IRXIVTVMWIW�HVMZI�WYWXEMRIH�

performance and growth. The Devo Data Operations Platform collects, 

enhances and analyzes machine, business and operational data from across 

the enterprise. Devo provides real-time analytics and insight for IT operations, 

security analytics, business analytics, customer insight, and log management for 

the world’s leading organizations.
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